Is there a fifth Grand Slam now?

The four Grand Slams of tennis dominate the sport's annual calendar, but every fourth year the increasingly important Olympic Games temporarily rolls around.

The Chinese contingent, led by the nation's first major women's singles player Li Na, hopes to do better than the three doubles medals (silver in 2000, bronze in 2008) it won when the Games were held in Athens, Greece.

"More and more of the world's top players regard the Olympics as the biggest chance to win for themselves, as well as their country," said Chinese tennis chief, Sun Jinfang. "That means we will do everything possible to ensure Chinese women to stand at the podium at the London Olympics.

Li said she will do her best to fight for a medal at her last Olympics, and will do everything extra on the weight side.

"I feel confident when she has said the doubles double, to team with Zhang Shuai.

Chinese other pair — Peng Shuai and Zheng Jie — has shown a high ability to play at a high level on the pro tour and will be able to receive the doubles gold medal China won in 2000."

BOXING

Chinese boxers will attempt to at least equal the 16 gold medals they won four years ago in Beijing. The women's medley is the only event for which China is expected to defend its gold medal. Zhang Yichao, an Olympic champion in the super heavy (81kg) category, is in the women's event, amateur world champion Ren Cancan is listed to challenge the title at +69kg, while Olympic bronze medalist Zhang Haixia ranks 50kg.

REVIEW OF GAMES

2004 Athens Games: 1 bronze medal (women's epee)

2008 Beijing Games: 2 gold medals (women's epee, women's foil)

China Daily's gold-medal projection for London: 2 gold medals

ROSTER

Women: Ma Jiajiao, Guo Jie, Ren Cancan, Xiaoli, Xu Lijia

START TO WATCH

U.N.A.

Birthplace: Beijing Highlights: 2008 Olympics champion in women's +78kg. 2006 World Champion in +78kg. In the final of the 2008 Beijing Games, Tong Wen has won the titleholder at +78kg (2005, 2007, 2011)

STARS TO WATCH

HOCKEY

Reports.

China's other pair — Peng Shuai and Zheng Jie — has shown a high ability to play at a high level on the pro tour and will be able to receive the doubles gold medal China won in 2000.

TEAM CHINA BOUND FOR LONDON

Fencing

Fencing will be available source for gold medals, as the Chinese have a strong presence in the two events. Lei Sheng, the men's foil squad

Judo

The +78kg-class judoka Tong Wen has regained his world champion titleholder at +78kg (2005, 2007, 2011). The 29-year-old dominated the world circuit last year, and his team's women's pair grabbed silver after it soman. Individually, world champion Li Na is the team's strongest contender in the women's event, followed by Ren Cancan, 24, in second, Zhong Man's slump. He will lead a team.

Biggest rivalry: Lei Sheng, Li Jinzi

FENCING

Two-time World Champion (2006, 2007), Dandong, Liaoning

Guojie, Liu Xiao, Xing Yu

Roster

Women:

Huang Xufeng, Li Ling, Wang Xuechen

COACHES

Men: Liu Qiang, Memeturson Jon, Sheng Jiang, Zhang Chongyao

Women:

Sun Yating, Sun Yujun, Teng Fei, Wang Yubo

KAYAKING

China's other pair — Peng Shuai and Zheng Jie — has shown a high ability to play at a high level on the pro tour and will be able to receive the doubles gold medal China won in 2000.
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